Abstract. Let R be a ring with identity. A right R-module M has the complete max-property if the maximal submodules of M are completely coindependent (i.e., every maximal submodule of M does not contain the intersection of the other maximal submodules of M ). A right R-module is said to be a good module provided every proper submodule of M containing Rad(M ) is an intersection of maximal submodules of M . We obtain a new characterization of good modules. Also, we study good modules which have the complete maxproperty. The second part of this paper is devoted to investigate supplements in a coatomic module which has the complete max-property.
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(ii) Let p and q be two prime integers such that p = q. Consider the submodule F = p n q m Z of M = Z, where n and m are natural numbers with n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 2.
Clearly, Rad(M ) = 0. Then F + Rad(M ) = F . However, Rad F (M ) = pqZ.
In [3] , the authors provided some conditions under which Rad F (M ) = F +Rad M for a submodule F of M . Among other results, it is shown in [3, Proposition 3.8] that if M is a good module, then Rad F (M ) = F + Rad M for any submodule F of M . The next proposition shows that the converse of this result is true. (iii) ⇒ (ii) Let L be a proper submodule of M such that Rad(M ) ⊆ L. By
Let F be a submodule of a module M . The intersection of the maximal submodules of M not containing F will be denoted by ∆ F (M ).
Theorem 2.3. The following statements are equivalent for a module M :
(iv) For any submodule F of M and any collection of maximal submodules N i
an intersection of maximal submodules of M .
Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii) This follows from Proposition 2.2.
(ii) ⇔ (iii) By [3, Proposition 3.5].
(i) ⇒ (iv) This follows from Proposition 2.2.
(iv) ⇒ (v) ⇒ (iii) These are obvious.
SUPPLEMENTS IN COATOMIC MODULES
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Remark 2.4. From Theorem 2.3, it follows that a module M for which
is a good module.
Definition 2.5. A module M is said to have the strong max-property if for every
We shall say that a module M has the max-property if the maximal submodules of M form a coindependent set of submodules of
It is clear that the following implications hold:
Strong max-property ⇒ complete max-property ⇒ max-property.
The following lemma is a direct consequence of [6, Proposition 4.2 and Theorem
Lemma 2.6. Let M be an R-module which has the complete max-property such that M/ Rad(M ) is coatomic. Then M is a semilocal module. (ii) M has the strong max-property.
contradiction. This shows that M has the strong max-property.
(ii) ⇒ (i) This is immediate.
In the next example we present a coatomic good module which is not semilocal.
Example 2.9. Let R be a right cosemisimple ring (i.e., R is a right V -ring) which is not semisimple (e.g., we take a field F and R = i≥1 F i where F i = F for all i ≥ 1). Then the R-module R R is coatomic, but R R is not semilocal since Rad(R R ) = 0. Moreover, it is clear that R R is a good module.
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From Lemma 2.6, we get the following proposition which provides a sufficient condition for a coatomic module to be semilocal. Proposition 2.10. Let M be a coatomic module which has the complete maxproperty. Then M is semilocal. In particular, M is a good module.
Combining Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 2.10, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.11. Let M be a coatomic module. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) M has the complete max-property;
(ii) M has the strong max-property.
The next example shows that, in general, a good module need not be coatomic. (
M is a good module, we have 
(ii) (1) F is coatomic, and 
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a coatomic module which has the complete max-property.
Then the following statements about a submodule F of M are equivalent:
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(ii) F is coatomic and F ∩ Rad(M ) = Rad(F ); 
(v) ⇒ (vii) This is obvious.
(iv) ⇒ (ii) From [2, Lemma 4.1], it follows that F is coatomic. Furthermore, 
Let {N j | j ∈ J} be the set of the maximal submodules of M containing M 2 . Hence
Since M is a good module, from Theorem 2.3 we have
Thus,
By modularity, we get
But Rad(M ) ⊆ N i0 . Then, by using ( * ), we have
This completes the proof.
The next example illustrates that the assumption "every maximal submodule of M contains M 1 or M 2 "in Proposition 3.13 cannot be dropped. In the next result, we evaluate ∆ F (M ) for a supplement submodule F of a coatomic module M which has the complete max-property.
Theorem 3.16. Let M be a coatomic module which has the complete max-property and let K be a submodule of M . Let F be a supplement of K in M . Then (ii) every maximal submodule of M contains F or K.
By the following example we see that the condition "M has the complete maxproperty"cannot be omitted from the hypothesis of Theorem 3.16.
